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Representation of Montara Oil Spill in Australian 
and Indonesian Media

Dissertation by Theo Kartawijaya (2018)



Research approach
How do online newspaper reports on the Montana spill by Indonesian 
media differ from reports on the same topic by Australian media?

• Select online newspapers with national, provincial & business 
readerships from each country: Kompas, Pos Kupang, Bisnis Indonesia, 
The Australian, The West Australian & The Australian Financial Review

• Collect archive of texts referring to Montara field from 2006 to 2017

• Select corpus of 52 articles for analysis (Flick, 2007)

• Analyse using a semiotic approach (Hodge, 2017)

• Identify & examine relationships within & between the texts



Key findings

• Absences notable in both Indonesian and Australian media
• reference to the problem of dispersants in Australian media

• West Timorese fishers & farmers lawsuit absent in Australian media

• Northern Territory lawsuit absent from Indonesian media

• Indonesian media more inclined to present binaries (us against them)

• Foreigners to blame (PTTEP Thailand by Australian media while 
Indonesian media blamed PTTEP & Australia collectively) 

• Indonesian media relies on locally-based media sources as does 
Australian media despite the Internet



Significance

• Australian public, generally, has little knowledge of how the coastal 
communities in West Timor lost their livelihoods due to the disaster

• The lack of substantive coverage has enabled the Australian 
government to blame the disaster on PTTEP, through the narratives 
presented to and reported by the Australian media studied

• Study identified a lack of connection between locally-based sources 
and overseas media

• The dissertation speaks to a need for media collaboration between 
countries during transnational environmental disasters







‘It is timely that the Government considers reforms that might 
improve the protection and preservation of Aboriginal heritage, 
and land users to meet their obligations.’

Indigenous Affairs Minister Peter Collier

In mid 2011, people gathered on the road to Walmadany to stop land-
clearing & drilling equipment arriving for a USD45bn gas project.



‘Heavy police reinforcements were again used to… allow 
Woodside Petroleum to deliver earth-moving equipment to its 
James Price Point gas hub site’

The Australian 

Aboriginal Heritage Act reform was ‘necessary to meet the new 
demands placed on the Act by mining and exploration, rapid 
State development and to accommodate native title’.

Indigenous Affairs Minister Peter Collier











‘The aim of this bill is to make a series of amendments to the act to 
improve its efficiency and effectiveness, while ensuring the 
continued and enhanced protection of Aboriginal heritage.’

Dr Hames, Hansard 27 November 2014: 

Second Reading of Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill 

‘AN ACT to make provision for the better protection and care of the 
Aboriginal inhabitants of Western Australia.’

Aborigines Act 1905



The CEO’s functions include the following — (a) to evaluate on behalf 
of the community the importance and significance of places and 
objects alleged to be associated with Aboriginal persons;… (c) to 
recommend to the Minister places and objects that, in the opinion of 
the CEO, are, or have been, of special significance to persons of 
Aboriginal descent and should be preserved, acquired and managed 
by the Minister. 

Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill 2014 (WA)

The Chief Protector may undertake the general care, protection, and 
management of the property of any Aboriginal or half-caste, and may 
— (1.) Take possession of, retain, sell, or dispose of any such property, 
whether real or personal. 

Aborigines Act 1905 (WA)







ABC News, 25 August 2016



Seven News, 25 November 2016



SBS News, 28 January 2017
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Media activism to create and sustain radical 
activist communities

Dissertation by Raymond Grenfell (2017)



Research approach

How does media activism create & sustain radical activist communities?

• Examine the political history and significance of activist media network 
Indymedia

• Investigate the connection between media activism and radical activist 
communities

• Identify and critique the contemporary tools employed by media 
activists

• Produce a mixed-media creative non-fiction account of the G20 
Summit protests

• Write an exegesis answering the above research question



“Without knowing exactly what was planned we chose to join the 
feminist purple block, both on account of identifying as feminists and it 
conveniently being relatively close to our flat for an early morning start. 
Unfortunately neither of us had any items of purple clothing but I  
decided that my maroon 'goodnight white pride' jumper would suffice.

As we arrive at the fish market, hundreds of people in purple are 
assembling. Some carry inflatable toys, as some basic protection from 
police batons, others are in white jump-suits with purple visors or clear 
plastic face masks to protect from pepper-spray. Within moments of 
arriving we are moving, those in white jump-suits leading us back 
toward the city.”

Findings



Significance

• This study on Indymedia and the independent media centre at the 
G20 Summit in Hamburg is useful in understanding the impacts of 
capital-intensive social media services on counter-hegemonic 
communities

• The study showed that although media activists at the G20 protests 
relied on Twitter and other corporate social media services, they 
found the platforms limiting and endangering

• Twitter & Facebook were problematic in telling complex stories, so 
alternative community media platforms filled this role

• The study indicates a need for more research on the experimental 
media practices of activist communities 


